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Cutting-edge  
communication tools
We’re Jabra; a world-leading audio and video brand. Part of the GN Group, we’re 
the only company in the world with consumer, professional and medical-grade 
sound expertise, all under one roof. We create intelligent headsets and 
communication tools, and pioneering video conferencing solutions, helping 
professionals everywhere to work more productively, and delivering better, more 
inclusive meetings wherever you’re working from.

Our Heritage
As part of GN Group, Jabra has a 150-
year history of leading the way, using our 
unrivaled understanding of high quality 
sound in all its forms to pioneer bold 
innovations that  bring people together.

1869

1872

1991

1996

2000

2003

2014

2018

2019

2020

2021

2023

GN opens the world’s first telegraph 
connection from Northern Europe via 

Siberia to Japan and Hong Kong.

GN introduces the first ultra-noise-
cancelling microphone.

Jabra creates the world’s first 
Bluetooth headset.

GN acquires Jabra, the largest and 
leading supplier of advanced hands-free 
headsets for mobile phones in the US. 
Jabra is now a part of the GN Group.

GN and American ReSound 

(hearing instrument manufacturer) 
form a strategic alliance, resulting in 

the world’s first software-based digital 
hearing aids. In 1999 GN acquires 

ReSound Corporation.

Jabra creates the world’s first wireless 
headset for conference calls.

Jabra launches  
Jabra Evolve, a truly 

innovative series of 
business headsets 
with unique noise 

cancellation.

Jabra enters the video 
market with Jabra PanaCast. 

Engineered to be the 
world’s first intelligent 180° 

Panoramic-4K plug-and-play 
video solution.*

June 1, the Great Northen Telegraph 
Company is founded by C.F. Tietgen.

Jabra launches  
the Jabra Engage 
Series. Engineered to 
be the world’s most 
powerful professional 
wireless and digital 
corded headsets.*

Jabra launches Speak2 
The next generation 
of professional 
speakerphones.

Jabra reinvents video 
conferencing with the launch of 
PanaCast 50 and PanaCast 20.

Jabra launches 
Evolve2.  
The new standard 
for professional 
headsets. 

54
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Anywhere works

“One of the things I really like about the Jabra 
products is their modularity and their versatility, 
which provide us very good working conditions, 
whatever the environment and the work spaces.”
LOUIS-MARIE PONS - EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT, NOVO NORDISK

‘Hybrid working’ is a relatively new term for something we’ve known for years at Jabra; it really doesn’t 
matter where you work. 

Hybrid working means having the flexibility (and supporting technology) to be able to work effectively from 
the home office, airport lounge, or even the train, just as you would from the traditional office. In fact, most 
knowledge workers now expect their working week to be divided between three locations1.

As many of us have discovered, there are lots of benefits to effective hybrid working – improved work-life 
balance, more flexibility, motivated colleagues and better productivity. For many of us, less time spent 
commuting is a major bonus. But to get the most from your hybrid workday, you definitely need the right 
tools. 85% of businesses are currently looking to improve collaboration for their employees through better 
technology2, but here at Jabra,we’ve been working on it for years.

It’s all about keeping you seamlessly connected to everyone on your team, no matter where you all are. It’s 
keeping distractions at bay and helping you find your own oasis of calm, whatever’s going on around you. 
Keeping you flexible, productive, and happy.

With our range of outstanding professional-grade devices, any place can be a workspace when you need it 
to, and when technology moves in step with your life, there’s no compromise needed between convenience 
and professionalism.

We believe that with the right tools, you can work from anywhere. Because anywhere works.

To learn more about new ways of working 
in any environment, visit our blog:  
jabra.com/blog
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1 Jabra (2020): Work From Home Survey.
2 McKinsey (2020): What 800 executives envision for the postpandemic workforce.
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PANACAST SERIES

Scientifically proven to increase 
meeting quality and engagement1

At Jabra, we engineer world-leading technology that’s designed to help people 
stay connected, no matter where they are. Our PanaCast Series of ground-
breaking videotools delivers outstanding remote collaboration experiences for 
every need. We’ve used our unique combination of world-leading professional 
audio and pioneering intelligence-driven video conferencing technology to reinvent 
modern ways of working. From the office, to the home office, and everywhere in 
between, there’s a PanaCast solution that’ll ensure your remote meetings are just as 
immersive, engaging, and productive as your in-person ones.

This is video conferencing. Reinvented.

1 Applies to PanaCast 50. Refer to jabra.com/commercial-claims. 98



1

Meeting room 
equipment has a 

significant impact on 
remote users’ meeting 

experience.2

Find out more  
on jabra.com/lse

JABRA PANACAST 50

The award-winning hybrid 
meeting experience for small  
to medium size rooms
• 180° field of view delivering wall-to-wall room coverage

• Four powerful speakers and eight beamforming microphones for astounding Jabra sound with 
full duplex audio, noise suppression, super wide band audio and echo cancellation

• Intelligent meeting room experiences that deliver more inclusive hybrid meetings, including;

 ¿ Intelligent Zoom that automatically adjusts the field of view in real time

 ¿ Virtual Director that intelligently tracks the active speaker

 ¿ Dynamic composition that delivers a close-up view of the 4 most recent speakers in the room

 ¿ Intelligent meeting space defines room boundaries for a customized virtual meeting space

 ¿ Intelligent speaker identifies the voice of up to 10 speakers in a meeting room

• Safety Capacity and Room Usage Insights generates anonymous room occupancy data

• Network-connected system enables easy remote management and data access

• Real-time whiteboard streaming for more inclusive remote collaboration

• Plug-and-play for fast setup and maximum ease of use

1 Microsoft Teams certified for MTR, with integrated whiteboard functionality certified as MTR Content Camera

Certifications: 

Work environment: 

Office

Works with: 

Softphone

Awards:

2 Jabra Collaboration Study at the LSE Behavioural Lab, 2023

Don’t just take  
our word for it

Lots of businesses and public sector 
organizations are boosting productivity with 

Jabra PanaCast 50. Max Healthcare, one 
of India's largest healthcare organizations, 

chose PanaCast 50 as a solutions to improve 
communication within their dispersed teams.

“When looking at video 
conferencing solutions, we 
looked at various providers 
but only the PanaCast 50 
delivered the video and audio 
quality we were looking for.”
DIPANKAR GHOSH - REGIONAL HEAD OF IT SERVICES

Read more about Max Healthcare  
and other customer stories on 

jabra.com/business/customer-
stories
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SCIENTIFICALLY
PROVEN TO

INCREASE MEETING
QUALITY AND 
ENGAGEMENT  

See Jabra.com/claims

PANACAST 50

MULTI-STREAM

PANACAST 50 

DYNAMIC
COMPOSITION



Certifications: 

PANACAST 50 ROOM SYSTEM

The PanaCast 50 experience as a 
complete room solution on Windows

• The award-winning PanaCast 50 experience 
delivered as a complete,  
certified meeting room solution 

• Lenovo ThinkSmart Core compute unit 
running Windows

• ThinkSmart Touch Control to easily start, join 
and control meetings

• Wired content sharing via HDMI

• Flexible, scalable deployment

• Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms and 
Zoom Rooms

Work environment: 

Office

JABRA PANACAST 50 VIDEO BAR SYSTEM

The PanaCast 50 experience in 
an all-in-one Collaboration Bar 
on Android
• The core1 award-winning PanaCast 50 

experience as an all-in-one system

• Everything you need for the best hybrid meeting 
experience, with no dedicated PC required

• Embedded Android compute running native 
Microsoft Teams Roomsor Zoom Rooms 
application

• PanaCast Control – a premium quality touch  
controller to easily start, join and control 
meetings

• Wireless and wired content sharing

• Clean, fast install with minimal cabling

• Simple and secure to deploy and manage

• Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms and Zoom 
Rooms

Certifications: 

1Whiteboard streaming will be available on PanaCast 50 Video Bar System at a later date

Work environment: 

Office
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PANACAST 20

Intelligent, AI-enabled 
personal video 
conferencing
• Premium AI-powered 4K Ultra-HD video quality

• AI-driven Intelligent Zoom keeps you center stage

• Intelligent Lighting Optimization for a picture perfect image, 
wherever you work

• Picture-in-Picture for even more impactful presentations

• Powerful on-board AI processor improves data security

• Integrated privacy cover guarantees privacy when you need it

• On-device background blur keeps you and your data secure

• Built for flexible working. Clips to any monitor. Comes with 
protective case.

• Use with a Jabra headset or speakerphone for an outstanding 
audio experience

• Truly plug-and-play. Works seamlessly with all leading UC 
platforms

PANACAST

Intelligent 180° flexible 
video solution

• Intelligent 180° flexible video solution

• Inclusive meetings with 180° Panoramic-4K video for a more 
natural view of your meeting space

• Intelligent Zoom automatically adjusts to include everyone in 
the conversation

• Real-time whiteboard streaming for more inclusive remote 
collaboration

• Plug-and-play technology lets you collaborate with others 
quickly and easily

• Compatible with all leading video and audio-conferencing 
solutions

• The perfect partner for Jabra Speak, offering an unrivalled 
combination of crystal-clear audio and Panoramic-4K video

Certifications: Certifications: 

Work environment: 

Remote work On the goOffice

Works with: 

Softphone

Work environment: 

Remote work On the goOffice

Works with: 

Softphone

14 15



Certifications: 

PANACAST MEET ANYWHERE/MEET ANYWHERE+ BUNDLES

Industry-leading audio and video solutions
• Industry-leading audio and video solutions combined in a lightweight and portable case that 

instantly let you meet anywhere

• Includes Jabra PanaCast, Jabra Speak 750, and a Table Stand1

• Both bundles come in a premium Travel Case that’s lightweight and durable for maximum 
convenience on the go

• Open the case and start any meeting anywhere with easy plug-and-play connection straight 
out of the case

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with: 

Softphone

1 Table stand included with Meet Anywhere+
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EVOLVE2 SERIES

The new standard
You want to work anywhere? You need a professional headset. 

Enter Evolve2. We’ve re-engineered our world-leading Evolve Series in every single 
way to bring you performance enhancements across the board. It’s like having a 
world-class sound assistant, wherever you are.

Welcome to the new standard.

18 19



Sound+ App LINK 380 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER 
(USB-A OR USB-C)

EVOLVE2 BUDS

Professional earbuds 
with ANC
• Focus anywhere with Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)

• Advanced Bluetooth Multipoint connectivity

• Jabra MultiSensor Voice™ for professional calls on the go

• Plug-and-play USB adapter enhances sound & connection

• Ultra-compact, comfortable design

• Up to 33 hours battery

• UC and Microsoft Teams certified variants available

EVOLVE2 
BUDS

EVOLVE2 
85

EVOLVE2 
75

EVOLVE2 
65 FLEX

EVOLVE2 
55

EVOLVE2 
50

EVOLVE2 
40

EVOLVE2 
30

CONNECTIVITY3 Desk phone • • • • • • • •
Softphone • • • • • • • •
Mobile • • • • • •6 •
Wireless • • • • •
Corded • • •

WEARING STYLE Stereo • • • • • • •
Mono • • • •
Over-ear cushions •
On-ear cushions • • • • • •
Earbuds •

CONCENTRATION Active Noise 
Cancellation • • • • • •

Busylight • • • • • • •
HearThrough • • • • •

TALK/MUSIC TIME Up to - hours 335 26/374 24/364 20/324 16/184 N/A N/A N/A

WIRELESS RANGE Up to - m/ft 20/65 30/100 30/100 30/100 30/100 N/A N/A N/A

* Refers to Evolve2 85 only | 1 Optional accessory | 2 Variant dependent | 3 Choose between a USB-A or USB-C variant | 4 With ANC/busylight 
off | 5 Including battery in case | 6 Connect to a second device via Bluetooth while plugged into the laptop

JABRA EVOLVE2 SERIES

It’s not just new in every way.  
It’s the new standard.
We know you’re looking for better ways to work from anywhere. To do that, you need headsets that don’t 
just deliver, they always manage to keep up. 

Evolve2 is our most advanced range of headsets yet – it’s designed to boost productivity and improve 
concentration and collaboration in the face of ever-increasing challenges. Featuring better noise 
cancellation than ever before, world-leading call performance, industry-leading battery life* and 
significantly enhanced comfort, these headsets are the productivity tools you need to help you concentrate 
and collaborate from anywhere you wish to work. 

Certifications: 

works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote work On the goOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

2120 21



JABRA EVOLVE2 85

Professional wireless headset 
with Digital Hybrid ANC
• Digital hybrid Active Noise Cancellation (ANC), and incredible noise isolation

• 360° busylight, visible from all angles for even fewer interruptions 

• 10-microphone technology, giving you great calls wherever you are 

• Work wirelessly all week with up to 37 hours battery life

• Powerful 40mm speakers and AAC codec

• All-day comfort, with soft memory foam and an ergonomic design

• UC and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available(Meets Microsoft Open Office 
requirements) 

LINK 380 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER 

(USB-A OR USB-C)
Beige color variant available.

Sound+ App

Certifications1: 

works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote work On the goOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

2322
1 Microsoft Teams certification relates to Microsoft Teams variant. All other certifications 
relate to UC variant.



• Advanced 8-microphone technology improves voice transmission for crystal-
clear call performance 

• With adjustable Advanced Active Noise Cancellation™, to improve 
concentration and boost productivity

• Unique dual-foam technology enhances comfort and ensures noise isolation

• UC and Microsoft Teams-certified variants available (Meets Microsoft Open 
Office requirements)

• Up to 36 hours single charge battery life, fast-charge and charge-and-talk 
USB options

• Custom 40mm speakers deliver incredible audio quality  for calls and music

Don’t just take  
our word for it

Universal Music France (UMF) needed a 
professional solution to help its employees work 

comfortably in its new open-plan offices. They 
chose Jabra Evolve2 75 for its superior noise 

cancellation and isolation features.

“Choosing Jabra made the 
transition to our new office 
setup smoother and we 
didn’t lose productivity. 
Thanks to the Evolve2 75, all 
our employees are satisfied 
with our new open office 
environment.”
BENOIT PUJOL - PRODUCTION MANAGER 
UNIVERSAL MUSIC FRANCE

Read more about Universal Music 
and other customer stories on  

jabra.com/business/customer-
stories

JABRA EVOLVE2 75

Professional wireless headset 
with Advanced ANC

Sound+ App

Certifications1: 

works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote work On the goOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

1 Microsoft Teams certification relates to Microsoft Teams variant. 
All other certifications relate to UC variant.

LINK 380 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER 

(USB-A OR USB-C)

Beige color variant available.

2524

Source: Jabra Sales Data

PROFESSIONALS 
USE EVOLVE

OVER

  

EVOLVE2

30 MILLION

DISCREET 
HIDEAWAY
BOOM ARM
MICROPHONE

  

EVOLVE2 75



• Unique fold-and-go design for portable professionalism

• Out-of-this-world comfort with Jabra Air Comfort technology

• Best-in-class Hybrid Active Noise Cancellation1 (ANC)

• With voice-isolating Jabra ClearVoice microphone technology

• Premium sound for calls and music

• UC and Microsoft Teams certified variants available

Don’t just take  
our word for it

Lots of businesses are boosting productivity 
and focus with Evolve2 headsets. Wunderman 

Thompson Studios, a global marketing 
communications agency, deployed a range of 
Evolve2 headsets, including Evolve2 65 Flex. 

“Great for meetings across 
borders and for longer calls 
as they are very comfortable 
and adjustable. Jabra 
headsets are the deal if you 
want great sound, flexibility 
and comfort.”
WUNDERMAN THOMPSON STUDIOS CPH

Read more about Wunderman Thompson 
and other customer stories on 

jabra.com/business/customer- 
stories

LINK 380 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER 

(USB-A OR USB-C)

Sound+ App

Certifications2: 

works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote work On the goOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

1 Class is defined as competitors in the same price range. Refer to jabra.com/
commercial-claims. | 2 Microsoft Teams certification relates to Microsoft Teams 
variant. All other certifications relate to UC variant.

JABRA EVOLVE2 65 FLEX

Professional foldable headset  
withHybrid ANC

NEW IN 2023

Awards:

2726

BEST-IN-CLASS 
HYBRID

ACTIVE NOISE 
CANCELLATION  

EVOLVE2 65 FLEX 

See Jabra.com/claims

Source: Jabra LSE 
Study, 2023

HEAR CALLS AND 
MEETINGS CLEARLY  

EVOLVE2

95%



LINK 380 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER 

(USB-A OR USB-C)

• Silence your surroundings with

• Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)

• Out-of-this-world comfort with Jabra Air Comfort technology

• Jabra ClearVoice microphone technology  
and boom arm mute

• Optimized sound for professional and personal use

• Dual connectivity, plug-and-play, and up to 30m/100ft wireless range

• UC and Microsoft Teams certified variants available

JABRA EVOLVE2 55

Professional wireless 
headset with ANC

NEW IN 2023

Sound+ App

Certifications1: 

works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote work On the goOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

Don’t just take  
our word for it

Find out more about  
our customer stories on  

jabra.com/business/customer- 
stories

“We realized that we 
need to provide our staff 
with professional quality 
equipment to allow them to 
work better. With the Evolve2 
headsets it's easier to focus 
during long calls.”
KARL MAK - CO-FOUNDER AND CEO 
HEPMIL MEDIA GROUP, SGAG MEDIA

2928

1 Microsoft Teams certification relates to Microsoft Teams variant. 
All other certifications relate to UC variant.

MICROPHONE 
TECHNOLOGY

NOISE-CANCELLING

  

EVOLVE2 55

Source: Jabra LSE 
Study, 2023

USERS SOUND
MORE

PROFESSIONAL
  

EVOLVE2

89%



• Silence your surroundings with

• Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)

• Designed for maximum comfort with  
Jabra Air Comfort technology

• Jabra ClearVoice microphone technology  
and boom arm mute

• Optimized sound for professional and personal use

• Fast plug-and-play and dual connectivity

• UC and Microsoft Teams certified variants available

Don’t just take  
our word for it

Find out more about  
our customer stories on  

jabra.com/business/customer- 
stories

NEW IN 2023JABRA EVOLVE2 50

Professional corded 
headset with ANC

LINK 380 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER 

(USB-A OR USB-C)

Sound+ App

Certificati¿ns1: 

works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote work On the goOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

2 

“We are very satisfied today 
with our partnership with 
Jabra and their support. We 
made the right choice, with 
products that are reliable, 
easy to use and very good 
value for money.”
FRANK ADAM - MANAGING DIRECTOR 
KVERNELAND GROUP FRANCE

3130

1 Microsoft Teams certification relates to Microsoft Teams variant. All other certifications relate to UC variant.
2 This product works with devices capable of running the latest version of ChromeOS and has been certified to meet Google’s compatibility standards. Google is not responsible for the 
operation of this product or its compliance with safety requirements. Chromebook and the Works With Chromebook badge are trademarks of Google LLC.

JABRA 
AIR COMFORT

TECHNOLOGY  

EVOLVE2 50

MICROPHONE 
TECHNOLOGY

NOISE-CANCELLING

  

EVOLVE2 50



1 Microsoft Teams certification relates to Microsoft Teams variant. All other 
certifications relate to UC variant.

JABRA EVOLVE2 40

Professional corded headset 
engineered to keep you on task
• New angled design with memory foam ear cushions for noise isolation 

• 360° busylight visible from all angles

• 3-microphone technology for better calls

• Powerful leak-tolerant 40mm speakers 

• All-day comfort, with soft memory foam cushions 

• Choose between USB-A or USB-C variants 

• UC- and Microsoft Teams certified variants available (Meets Microsoft Open Office 
requirements) 

Sound+ App

Certifications1: 

works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

3332



1 Microsoft Teams certification relates to Microsoft Teams variant. 
All other certifications relate to UC variant.

• Enhanced lightweight comfort 

• 2-microphone technology for better calls

• Great audio with 28mm speakers

• Noise-isolating design for portable concentration

• Reinforced steel headband & slider for increased durability

• Integrated busylight for instant ‘do not disturb’ mode

• Choose between USB-A or USB-C variants

• UC- and Microsoft Teams certified variants available  
(Meets Microsoft Open Office requirements)

“Our team is now  
empowered to do their  
best work in a hybrid 
setting and can collaborate 
effectively because Jabra’s 
technology is so intuitive to 
modern workers’ needs.”
MATT LETIZIA - DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY AT CASTLE GROUP

Don’t just take  
our word for it

Find out more about  
our customer stories on  

jabra.com/business/customer- 
stories

JABRA EVOLVE2 30

Professional corded headset 
engineered to keep you productive

Sound+ App

Certifications1: 

works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

3534

Source: Jabra Sales Data

PROFESSIONALS 
USE EVOLVE

OVER

  

EVOLVE2

30 MILLION

ULTRA-LIGHTWEIGHT

COMFORT

EVOLVE2 30



SPEAK2 SERIES

It’s time to Speak Up
Forget everything you think you know about portable speakerphones. We’re tearing 
up the rule book with the new Speak2 Range, featuring super-wideband audio*, and 
advanced full-range speakers. This cutting-edge tech puts you front and center, 
unscrambling all of the possible frequencies in your voice’s natural range.

36 37



SPEAK2 75 SPEAK2 55 SPEAK2 40

CONNECTIVITY3 Softphone • • •
Smartphone • •
Bluetooth • •
USB connectivity • • •
Bluetooth adapter •3 •

AUDIO Full Duplex • • •
Noise reduction Echo, noise, reverb Echo, noise, reverb Echo, noise, reverb

Super-wideband •

Voice Level 
Normalization Incoming and Outgoing Outgoing Outgoing

Microphone quality 
indicator •2

TALK TIME Up to - hours 32 12 N/A

WIRELESS RANGE4 Up to - m/ft 30/98 30/98 N/A

1 Speak2 75 only | 2 Initial activation is required via the Jabra Sound+ or Jabra Direct apps | 3 Variant dependent | 4 with Bluetooth adapter

JABRA SPEAK2 SERIES 

The next generation of professional 
speakerphones, engineered for  
hybrid working
•  Super-wideband audio1 and full-range speakers

• Advanced full duplex audio powers natural conversations

• Four beamforming noise-cancelling microphones

• Microphone Quality Indicator so you know you’re being heard2

• Voice Level Normalization equalizes all voices

• Certified for leading virtual meeting platforms

3938



“Jabra's New Jabra 
Speak2 75 is The 

Best Premium 
Speakerphone Yet.”

Forbes, March 26, 2023

Don’t just take  
our word for it

Non-profit organization SAMENTA  
partnered with Jabra to turbo-charge  

the productivity and efficiency of its key  
stakeholder meetings hosted over Zoom.

“Speak2 75 is the perfect 
partner for our Zoom 
meetings. The innovative 
sound technology reduces any 
background noise, and the 360° 
light ring shows how well our 
voices are being picked up.”
DATUK WILLIAM NG 
CHAIRMAN OF SAMENTA

Read more about SEMANTA and 
other customer case studies on  
jabra.com/business/customer-

stories

1 Refer toJabra.com/commercial-claims | 2 Super-wideband audio experience requires UC client support, and device support

 3 Initial activation is required via the Jabra Sound+ or Jabra Direct apps | 4 Variant dependent

• Enhanced lightweight comfort 

• 2-microphone technology for better calls

• Great audio with 28mm speakers

• Noise-isolating design for portable concentration

• Reinforced steel headband & slider for increased durability

• Integrated busylight for instant ‘do not disturb’ mode

• Choose between USB-A or USB-C variants

• UC- and Microsoft Teams certified variants available  
(Meets Microsoft Open Office requirements)

JABRA SPEAK2 75

The best professional  
speakerphone for hybrid working1

NEW IN 2023

Sound+ App

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

Certifications: 

works with

Meet

4

4140

  

See Jabra.com/claims

SPEAK

PROFESSIONAL
SPEAKERPHONE BRAND

WORLD’S
NUMBER 1

AUDIO

FULL
DUPLEX

 

SPEAK2 75 



JABRA SPEAK2 55

Personal USB 
and Bluetooth 
speakerphone
• Full duplex audio for natural conversations

• Four beamforming noise-cancelling microphones 

• Voice Level Normalization equalizes all voices 

• Full-range 50mm speaker & wideband audio

• Comes with Google Fast Pair

• Certified for leading virtual meeting platforms

JABRA SPEAK2 40

Flexible 
speakerphone 
with outstanding 
professional audio
• Full duplex audio for natural conversations

• Four beamforming noise-cancelling microphones 

• Voice Level Normalization equalizes all voices 

• Full-range 50mm speaker & wideband audio

• Certified for leading virtual meeting platforms

NEW IN 2023 NEW IN 2023

Sound+ App

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with: 

SoftphoneSound+ App

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

Certifications: 

works with

Meet

1

Certifications: 

works with

Meet

1

4342

1 Variant dependent1 Variant dependent



SPEAK SERIES

Collaborate the easy way
The Jabra Speak Series is a range of premium, professional speakerphones 
combining crystal-clear calls and maximum flexibility.  Available in a range  
of options to suit every type of worker, these intuitive speakerphones offer all the 
benefits of a conference call, without the complexity.

Keep one in your work bag, and instantly transform any space into a meeting room.
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SPEAK 510 SPEAK 710 SPEAK 750 SPEAK 810

CONNECTIVITY Softphone • • • •

Smartphone • • • •

Tablet • • • •

Wireless • • • •

Corded • • • •

Bluetooth Adapter • • •  
EASE OF USE Link button • •

Microsoft Teams button •   •2

Smart button3 • • •
TALK TIME Up to – hours 10 15 10

WIRELESS RANGE (WITH  
BLUETOOTH ADAPTER) Up to – m/ft 30/100 30/100 30/100 30/100

JABRA SPEAK SERIES

Engineered to make meetings easy,  
and collaboration simple
Collaborate the easy way and connect to meetings in seconds, with the Jabra Speak Series. Intuitive 
speakerphones that connect via USB and/or Bluetooth® with crystal-clear sound, so you can enjoy calls 
that start on time, without repetition or interruptions due to poor audio. Make your meetings simple, 
wherever you’re dialing in from with Jabra Speak.

• Slim and compact design

• USB plug-and-play solution

• The latest Bluetooth connectivity for smartphone  
or tablet use when away from your PC1 

• Outstanding sound quality

• Stream music and sound or take voice calls

• Picks up sound from virtually any direction

• User-friendly call controls on the speakerphone

• Easy integration with your smartphone

• Easy voice-guided pairing – with up to  
2 phones simultaneously

Certifications:

JABRA SPEAK 810

Engineered to 
make conference 
calls simple and 
collaboration easy
• Superior audio for larger conference calls for up to 15 in-

room attendees 

• Premium UC experience. Set-up in seconds with out-of-the-
box compatibility for all leading UC platforms

• Get your meetings started quicker than ever via USB,  
Bluetooth® or 3.5mm connection to laptop or smartphone

• UC- and Skype for Business variants available

Work environment: 

Office

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

4746

1 Variant dependent | 2 Microsoft Teams variant only | 3 Off by default. Must first be configured in Jabra Direct – download for free at jabra.com/direct | 4 With bluetooth adapter



Certifications:

JABRA SPEAK 750

Engineered to power  
your meetings with  
seamless, premium audio
• Full duplex audio allows everyone to speak and  

be heard simultaneously

• UC- and Microsoft Teams certified variants available

• Simply plug-and-play to your laptop,  
smartphone and tablet via USB or Bluetooth

• Omni-directional microphone picks up sound  
from virtually any direction

• User-friendly call controls on the speakerphone

• Pair with Jabra PanaCast or PanaCast 20 for  
the optimum video and audio experience

LINK 370 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER

JABRA SPEAK 710

Engineered to fill up a 
room. Amazing sound in 
a professional portable 
speakerphone.
• High performing omni-directional microphone and  

HiFi grade speaker 

• Pair two Speak 710 devices for a full stereo experience

• Immersive sound for calls and music

• USB or Bluetooth connection to smart device

• Up to 15 hours battery

• In-room coverage for up to 6 people

• One-touch access to MS Cortana, Siri®, and Google Assistant™

• Compatible with all leading UC platforms

• Pair with Jabra PanaCast or PanaCast 20 for  
the optimum video and audio experience

1

Certifications: 
1

works with

Meet

LINK 370 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

4948

1 Microsoft Teams certification relates to Microsoft Teams variant. All other certifications relate to UC variant. 1 Microsoft Teams variants only



JABRA SPEAK 510

Professional portable USB  
and Bluetooth speakerphone
• Slim and compact design lets you hold conference calls anywhere

• Crystal clear voice experience ensures everyone is heard with omni-directional microphone

• Set up in seconds. USB or Bluetooth connection to smart device

• In-room coverage for up to 4 people

• Speed dial with the one-touch Smart button

• Compatible with all leading UC platforms

• Combine with Jabra PanaCast or PanaCast 20 for the optimum video and audio experience

LINK 370 BLUETOOTH ADAPTER

1

Certifications: 

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with: 

Softphone, Android and Apple  
devices, smartphone and tablet

5150
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ENGAGE SERIES

It’s time to fully engage with  
your customers
Do you need to ensure great-sounding calls from noisy offices, shared work spaces, 
busy homes, and even cafes? Do you want to enhance your customer experience? 
Looking to boost your team’s productivity, wherever they’re working from?

Meet the Jabra Engage, Pro, and Biz Series.
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ENGAGE 75 ENGAGE 75  
CONVERTIBLE ENGAGE 65 ENGAGE 65  

CONVERTIBLE ENGAGE 55 ENGAGE 50 II ENGAGE 40

CONNECTIVITY Desk phone • • • • • •
Softphone • • • • • • •
Smartphone 52 52 23 23 14 14 15

Wireless (DECT) • • • • • N/A N/A

Corded • •
WEARING STYLE Stereo • •  • • •

Mono • • • • •
Headband • • • • •
Earhook  •5 •

CONCENTRATION Noise cancelling 
microphone • • • • • • •

Busylight • • • • • • •
TALK TIME8 Up to - hours 13 9 13 9 13 N/A N/A
WIRELESS RANGE Up to - m/ft 150/490 100/330 150/490 100/330 150/490 N/A N/A

1 With USB-C connectivity | 2 Can connect to 2 USB devices (softphone and/or desk phone), 2 Bluetooth® devices and 1 analog desk phone | 3 Can connect to 1 USB device (softphone or desk 
phone) and 1 analog phone | 4 Can connect to 1 USB device (softphone or desk phone) at a time | 5 Comes with earhook, neckband or headband | 6 Engage 75 Mono comes with neckband 
accessory | 7 Engage 65 Mono and Engage 65 Convertible: neckband is available as an accessory | 8 Dependent on usage

JABRA ENGAGE SERIES 

More power for your  
conversations
Every Engage product is optimized for performance through live data insights and drive customer satisfaction by delivering great-
sounding calls, even in noisy work environments.

• Advanced noise-cancelling microphones

• Enhanced speakers with intelligent volume control

• Integrated busylight

• Wireless and corded options

• Choice of wearing styles

• Compatible with all leading call center platforms
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1 Variant dependent | 2 Dependent on usage – Find details on Jabra.com/Engage | 3 Engage 65 stereo and mono variants are Zoom certified

Certifications: 

Don’t just take  
our word for it

The telecommunication product and  
service provider Vtel delivers enhanced 
customer satisfaction in contact centers  

with Engage 75.

“The Engage 75 is very intuitive to 
use, and is increasing our customers’ 
efficiency and productivity. It has 
also lowered our support costs, as 
since the introduction of Engage 
75, we no longer get phone calls at 
evenings from users having problems 
with the device.”
BJORN LENTELINK 
MANAGER BUSINESS OFFICE AT VTEL

Read more about Vtel  
and other customer stories on 

jabra.com/business/customer-
stories

• DECT wireless professional headsets engineered  
to boost customer satisfaction

• Up to 150m/490ft range1

• Up to 3x wireless density2

• Advanced noise-cancelling microphone 

• Enhanced hearing protection

• Up to 13 hours talk time1

• Integrated busylight

• Rich call analytics 
• Choice of wearing styles – Stereo, Mono and Convertible
• Compatible with all leading call center platforms

JABRA ENGAGE 75 & 65 

Premium DECT  
wireless headset

3

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with1: 

Desk phone, softphone,  
smartphone and tablet

5756

ENGAGE SOLD
EVERY MINUTE

x 1
  

ENGAGE

Source: Jabra Sales
Data 2023

13 HOURS
TALK TIME

UP TO
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1 Stereo variant only | 2 Applies to Engage 55 Mono variant only

Certifications: 

Don’t just take  
our word for it

Sitel is a global outsourcing provider  
of customer care and back office processes. 
The company owns and manages contact 

center operations across the globe, helping the 
largets brands in the world retain and grow their 

customer base.  
Lot's of businesses and call centers like Sitel are 

benefitting from Jabra solutions. 

“We must have dependable 
headsets that's comfortable for 
our associates, economical for Sitel 
and of superior quality to meet our 
clients' expectations. We've found 
all of that through our partnership 
with Jabra... I'm not allowing 
anything else to be put on our call 
center floor.”
ELLEN GOSSETT - HEAD OF GLOBAL PROCUREMENT 
AND DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AT SITEL

Read more about customer stories on 
jabra.com/business/customer-

stories

• Up to 150 meters/490 feet DECT wireless range

• Goes beyond the highest DECT Security Level C

• Stereo sound1 & wideband audio, optimized for speech clarity

• Pre-paired adapter for instant calls

• Durable USB DECT adapter is designed for portability

• Lightweight to keep you comfortable all day

• Choice of different wearing styles2

• Microsoft teams certified variants

JABRA ENGAGE 55 

Premium portable DECT 
wireless headset

works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with1: 

Softphone

5958

WIRELESS
RANGE  

ENGAGE 55

150M

256-BIT AES
ENCRYPTION

SECURITY
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1 Variant dependent | 2 NFC enabled for easy pairing and connectivity | 3 Available as an accessory for Mono headset  
4 Only applies to USB-C variants | 5 The Engage 50 II headset is certified for Microsoft Teams when used with the 
Microsoft variant of the control unit

ENGAGE 50 II 

Professional digital corded 
headset with control unit
• The best headset for clear customer calls with three best-in-class microphones1

• Real-time insights improve call quality2

• Comfort all day, with a secure, adaptive fit

• Tough and durable, with a three-year warranty

• Advanced speakers so you never miss a word

• Protect your hearing with our advanced features

• Choose between USB-A or USB-C variants3

• Detachable control unit with adjustable SmartRinger

• Microsoft teams certified variants

5

Certifications: 

works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with1: 

Deskphone (via USB), 
smartphone and tablet4
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PRO 925 PRO 920

CONNECTIVITY Desk phone • •

Softphone

Mobile •

Tablet •

DECT •

Bluetooth2 •
WEARING STYLE Mono • •

Duo •

Headband • •

Earhook (Mono only) •3 •3

Neckband (Mono only) •3 •3

TALK TIME Up to - hours 12 8

WIRELESS RANGE Up to - m/ft 100/330 120/395

1 Variant dependent | 2 NFC enabled for easy pairing and connectivity | 3 Available as an accessory for Mono headset

JABRA PRO 900 SERIES 

Affordable wireless  
for everyone
• Easy to use, professional wireless  

solution with great sound

• Simple, intuitive design for fast user adoption

• Easy to deploy and manage

• Crystal-clear sound

• Compatible with all leading call center platforms

1 Variant dependent | 2 Only applies to USB-C variants | 3 The Engage 50 II headset is certified for Microsoft Teams when used with the Microsoft variant of the control unit

ENGAGE 40

Professional digital 
corded headset with 
inline control unit
• Real-time insights improve call quality

• Powerful microphones for better call clarity

• Comfort all day, with a secure, adaptive fit

• Tough and durable, with a three-year warranty

• Advanced speakers so you never miss a word

• Protect your hearing with our advanced features

• Choose between USB-A or USB-C variants1

• Microsoft teams certified variants

Certifications: 

3
works with

Meet

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with1: 

Deskphone (via USB), 
smartphone and tablet2

Certifications: 

Works with1: 

Desk phone, smartphone  
and tablet
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BIZ 2300 QD4 BIZ 2300 USB-A and USB-C4

CONNECTIVITY Desk phone • •
Softphone •
Mobile
Corded • •

WEARING STYLE Stereo • •
Mono • •
Headband • •
Earhook
Neckband
Adjustable boomarm 360° 360°

CONCENTRATION Noise cancelling microphone • •

1 For USB variants only | 2 Only applies to USB-C variants | 3 The Engage 50 II headset is certified for Microsoft Teams when used with the Microsoft variant of the control unit | 
4 USB Versions   

JABRA BIZ 2300 SERIES

Engineered to be the 
affordable contact  
center headset
• Connect to a desk phone or softphone via USB or QD1

• Superior call clarity

• Better conversations for the contact center

• Foam or leather-feel ear cushions for added comfort

• Built to last

• USB versions offer easy in-line call management

• Air Shock microphone reduces unwanted  
“pops” for better call quality

• Programmable button with USB-A and USB-C variants 

• Compatible with all leading call center platforms

BIZ 2400 II QD4

CONNECTIVITY Desk phone •
Softphone •6

Mobile

Corded •
WEARING STYLE Stereo •

Mono •
Headband •
Earhook5 •
Neckband5 •
Adjustable boomarm 360o

Concentration Noise cancelling microphone •

1 Variant dependent | 2 With additional USB enabler cable | 3 For USB variants only | 4 QD headsets require an additional connection cable | 5 3-1 wearing style available for Mono variants only | 
6 With additional USB enabler cable

JABRA BIZ 2400 II

Engineered for  
clear conversations
• Acoustic shock protection

• Breath-resistant microphone with noise cancellation

• Reinforced cord and programmable buttons for USB variant

•  40% lighter than competitors, soft pouch leatherette ear 
cushions, headphone padding and 360° flexible spin boom 
arm

• Category-best quality and the lightest in its class

• Compatible with all leading call center platforms

3

Certifications: 

Work environment: 

Remote work1Office

Works with: 

Desk phone and softphone2

Certifications: 

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Works with1: 

Desk phone, softphone 2
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BIZ 1100 EDU USB-A BIZ 1100 EDU 3.5mm jack

CONNECTIVITY Desk phone

Softphone • •
Mobile •
Corded • •

WEARING STYLE Stereo • •
Mono
Headband • •
Earhook
Neckband
Adjustable boomarm 270° 270°

CONCENTRATION Noise cancelling microphone • •

JABRA BIZ 1100 EDU 

Durable, lightweight  
headset for students
• Designed to help students keep their minds focused on the lesson,  

wherever they’re learning from

• The Jabra Biz 1100 EDU is available in a USB-A connector variant  
and 3.5mm jack variant and is optimized for all leading UC platforms

• PeakStop™ to protect young ears from sudden loud noises

• Equipped with a noise-cancelling microphone

• Built for comfort, with a feather-light, ergonomically designed  
frame and soft leatherette cushions

• Durable, bend-proof cable & boom arm

• The Jabra Biz 1100 EDU 3.5mm jack variant is certified as Works  
With Chromebook, which means it meets Google’s compatibility  
standards and works seamlessly with Chromebooks

BIZ 1500 QD2 BIZ 1500 USB2

CONNECTIVITY Desk phone • •
Softphone •
Mobile
Corded • •

WEARING STYLE Stereo • •
Mono • •
Headband • •
Earhook
Neckband
Adjustable boomarm 270° 270°

CONCENTRATION Noise cancelling microphone • •

1 Variant dependent | 2 QD headsets require an additional connection cable/USB connects directly with your PC | 3 USB Versions

JABRA BIZ 1500 SERIES

Engineered for the cost- 
conscious contact center
• Cost-efficient call center headset with core Jabra features for easy mass 

deployment and great sound

• Connect to a desk phone or softphone via USB or QD1

• Easy integration with many telephone systems and UC platforms

• Crystal-clear conversations

• Lightweight, sturdy design and professional quality

• Foam ear cushions that lead heat away from the ears for all-day comfort

Work environment: 

Remote work3Office

Works with1: 

Desk phone and softphone

Certifications:

Work environment: 

Hybrid Learning

Works with: 

Softphone and smartphone
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1Perform 45 works with leading Push-to-Talk platforms, including Microsoft Teams Walkie Talkie and Zebra Workforce Connect, right out of the box

JABRA PERFORM 45 

Engineered to make  
light work of long shifts
• Small, lightweight, and discreet, so your staff always looks approachable to customers 

• 80% noise-cancelling microphone and crystal-clear sound 

• Push-to-Talk lets them instantly communicate with colleagues1

• Easy to set up and intuitive to use, with a durable, simple-to-sanitize design 

• Up to 20 hours Push-to-Talk usage, and up to 100m / 300ft wireless range 

• Lift the movable boom arm to mute incoming audio 

• Customize, update, and manage the device with the free Jabra Direct and Xpress 
software

PERFORM 45 SERIES

Own the retail floor
With its compact, lightweight design, and incredible noise cancellation and 
audio quality, Jabra Perform 45 is designed to keep your staff connected to 
their colleagues from the shop floor to the check out without making you look 
unavailable to customers. 

And with the Perform Charging Stand designed for simultaneous charging of 
up to five headsets, your team is always ready for the next shift.

Work environment: 

Retail

Works with: 

Smartphone
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Solutions for government 
Governments around the world have a unique need to build and 
maintain trust with their constituents. Our range of world-
leading enterprise-grade technology helps to ensure that every 
communication between government and citizens is secure, 
reliable, and uninterrupted.

Solutions for healthcare 
With remote healthcare becoming more widely available, the 
right devices help to ensure the provision of these vital 
services is of a consistently high standard. Jabra keeps  
healthcare workers connected.

Solutions for education
With hybrid learning now being the preferred method for nearly 
half of all students, flexible technology is key. Reinvent the 
classroom, with technology that enables a mix of in-person, 
online, and on-demand learning, seamlessly.
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AUDIO VIDEO

Biz 1100 EDU

Reinvent the classroom. Durable, 
lightweight headset for students

PAGE 671

Evolve2 30

Engineered to keep you productive. 
Lightweight, portable, reliable, 

comfortable

PAGE 341

PanaCast 20

Engineered to deliver a better online 
learning environment

PAGE 141

1 For more information about the product please turn to the referenced page. 1 For more information about the product please turn to the referenced page. 

PanaCast 50

Engineered to be 
the first new- 
normal-ready 

intelligent video bar

PAGE 101

PanaCast

Engineered to be the 
world’s first intelligent 

180° panoramic-4K 
plug-and-play 
video solution

PAGE 151

Speak 750

Engineered for 
professional calls. 

No matter 
where you are

PAGE 481

PanaCast 20

Engineered for 
intelligent AI-

enabled personal 
video conferencing

PAGE 141

Evolve2 30

Engineered to keep 
you productive. 

Lightweight, 
portable, reliable, 

comfortable

PAGE 341

AUDIO & VIDEO VIDEO AUDIO VIDEO AUDIO

Work environment: 

Remote 
teaching

Classroom

Work environment: 

Classroom

Work environment: 

Remote 
teaching

Learning environment: 

Hybrid learning

JABRA FOR STUDENTS

Location is no barrier 
to learning
• The Biz 1100 EDU headset delivers professional-grade audio,  

with noise-cancellation, hearing protection and easy 
connectivity to help students find their focus

• The Evolve 30 and Evolve2 30 headsets give students the 
flexibility to learn anywhere, easily eliminating background 
noise and allowing them to concentrate 

• PanaCast 20 delivers premium AI-powered 4K Ultra-HD video 
quality to make the digital classroom experience the best it  
can possibly be

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS
With flexible, immersive technology, students can stay on task and 
reach their full potential, whenever and wherever they choose to learn.

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS
We’ve introduced even more flexible features to our market-leading 
audio and video devices, to help teachers make anywhere their classroom.

JABRA FOR TEACHERS

Class is in session. 
Wherever you are.
• The PanaCast Series gives teachers the flexibility to teach just 

like they usually would

• PanaCast 50 features the hallmark 180° field-of-view and 
premium 2-way audio, for an outstanding all-in-one experience

• PanaCast 20 opens up a new world of portable, hybrid 
teaching, with AI-enhanced lighting optimization and 
Intelligent Zoom for the perfect picture every time

• Teachers can pick up their PanaCast 20, along with their Speak 
750 speakerphone or their Evolve2 30 headset, and take their 
tech with them to the next classroom – or home
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PanaCast 50

Engineered to  
be the first new-

normal-ready 
intelligent  
video bar

PAGE 101

Engage 75

Engineered to be the 
world’s most powerful 

professional 
wireless headset

PAGE 561 

Biz 2400 II

A lightweight, 
professional headset 
with reinforced cord 

and unbreakable 
boom arm

PAGE 641

PanaCast 20

Engineered for 
intelligent AI-enabled 

personal video 
conferencing

PAGE 141 

1 For more information about the product please turn to the referenced page. 

Engage 50 II

Professional digital 
corded headset with 

control unit

PAGE 601

PanaCast

Engineered to be 
the world’s first 
intelligent 180° 
panoramic-4K 
plug-and-play 
video solution

PAGE 151

Speak 750

Engineered for 
professional calls. 

No matter 
where you are

PAGE 481

PanaCast 
20

Engineered 
for intelligent 

AI-enabled 
personal video 
conferencing

PAGE 141

Evolve2 55

Professional 
wireless headset 

with ANC

PAGE 281

Engage 75

Engineered to 
be the world’s 
most powerful 

professional  
wireless headset

PAGE 561

Engage 40

Professional 
digital corded 

headset with inline 
control unit

PAGE 621

1 For more information about the product please turn to the referenced page. 

VIDEO AUDIO AUDIO & VIDEO VIDEO AUDIO

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Work environment: 

Remote workOffice

Work environment: 

Office

SOLUTIONS FOR GOVERNMENT

Invest in future-
proof tech
• As communication between government employees and 

their citizens becomes increasingly virtual, the right tools are 
vital in nurturing and building trust

• Maximum data security for maximum compliance. Jabra 
Engage Series wireless headsets go beyond the DECT level C 
security standard with 256-bit AES encryption security and 
Common Criteria certification on Engage 65 and 75

• World-leading enterprise-grade technology of Jabra headsets 
and cameras ensures that every communication between 
government and citizens is secure, reliable, and uninterrupted

• Jabra headsets are built to work with all major UC platforms

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS
Jabra products help ensure that government employees can easily communicate 
with the citizens they represent, and collaborate effectively with each other, no 
matter where they are. 

SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHCARE

Every touchpoint 
fully covered
• Our range of outstanding professional-grade collaboration  

and communication tools integrate seamlessly into the  
healthcare ecosystem

• PanaCast 20 creates an immersive video experience, with 
Intelligent Lighting Optimization and Intelligent Zoom, while 
a unique Picture-in Picture mode helps doctors go in-depth 
with their diagnosis

• Paired with the Evolve2 headsets, and the 2-way premium 
audio of our Jabra Speak 750 speakerphone, practitioners 
can enjoy crystal-clear communication

• The Jabra Engage Series with advanced digital chipsets 
delivers superior audio and outstanding call performance, as 
well as call analytic data enabling ongoing service analysis

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS
Our wide portfolio extends beyond the consultation room, covering every possible 
communication need. From doctors seeing patients, to lecturers in universities, 
and the customer service agents handling calls and bookings. 
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Accessories  
& Software
Get the most of your Jabra devices. Jabra Xpress and 
Direct software let you manage all your headsets 
and video devices, wherever they are in the world. 
Continuous firmware upgrades keep everyone’s  
tech running at peak performance, for the best  
user experience.
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LINK 230

LINK 260

LINK 265

FOR BLUETOOTH HEADSETS

1 See all compatibility details at Jabra.com/accessories | 2 Firmware upgrade required. Engage 65 and 75 headsets are compatible with all Link 400 variants. The full Microsoft Teams 
certified experience is only available when the Link 400 MS is used with the Engage 55 MS headset

LINK 370

LINK 380 
(USB-A OR USB-C)

FOR QD HEADSETS

1 Mobile phone connectivity is limited to headsets with Bluetooth functionality when used with the Jabra Link 380 or Link 370

LINK 950

LINK 180

LINK 860

JABRA USB ENABLERS

Simply seamless
Preserve your QD headset investment as you move to UC. USB enablers allow 
you to connect a traditional desk phone headset to a UC softphone with all  the 
benefits of acoustic shock protection and Noise at Work compliance. USB wireless 
adapters enable you to connect your Bluetooth headset to your softphone for 
wireless connectivity.

JABRA LINK 265
Join the conversation or stay muted when training agents

• USB Y-training cable connects to any two Jabra QD headsets

• Supervisor function allows supervisor to stay muted or join the conversation

• Inline call controls; answer/end calls, adjust volume and mute the microphone

JABRA LINK 260
Connect your corded QD headset to a softphone and get call control

• Provides Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and noise filtering for a  
superior audio experience

• Compatible with any Jabra QD headset and all leading softphone brands

• Answer/end calls, put calls on hold, adjust volume and mute at the  
touch of a button

JABRA LINK 230
Connect your corded QD headset to a softphone

• Enables any Jabra QD headset to be used with a PC-based softphone

• Provides Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and noise filtering for a  
superior audio experience

• Offers cost-effective transition to a UC solution

JABRA LINK 370/3801
Plug-and-play Bluetooth mini USB adapter for PC

• Offers HD voice, HiFi Audio and A2DP for crystal-clear sound

• Superior wireless range up to 100ft/30m for optimal mobility

• Easy to manage and update with Jabra Direct

JABRA LINK 400
• Upgrade your Engage headset with portable DECT wireless connectivity

• Secure DECT level C

• The Link 400 is included with the Engage 55. It can also be purchased separately 
to upgrade Engage 65 and 75 headsets to base-free mobility2

JABRA AUDIO PROCESSORS AND SWITCHES

Amplify your audio
Turns the traditional desk phone headset (QD) into a digital headset with all the  
advantages of improved call management and the ability to use a QD or a USB  
headset on both the desk phone and a UC softphone.

JABRA LINK 950
Enables you to use a USB headset to connect to your  
desk phone, softphone and mobile phone1

• Ideal for organizations in the process of transitioning to softphones

• Use one USB headset with your desk phone or both softphone  
and desk phone

• Choose a headset with productivity-boosting features such as  
ANC, busylight and microphone positioning guidance

• Compatible with leading desk phones and softphones

JABRA LINK 860
Turns the traditional desk phone headset (QD) into a  
digital headset with improved call management 

• Works with QD headsets on both desk phones and a UC softphone

• Supervisor port for easy assistance and training purposes

• Easy connectivity and power through USB

• Easily switch between desk phone and softphone calls

JABRA LINK 180
Switch between desk and softphone on a single headset

• Enables use of Jabra QD headsets with PC-based softphones 

• Ideal for transitioning from desk phone telephony to softphone

• Manual switch for simple, hassle-free operation
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1 Available for a variety of headsets at jabra.com/accessories | 2 For recommended cords for your desk phone, visit jabra.com/compatibility

For a full list of accessories, visit jabra.com/accessories

JABRA CORDS AND ACCESSORIES1

Familiar functionality 
Jabra offers a wide range of cords for your QD headset to complete  
your solution2. We also provide a range of accessories and replacement  
parts to enhance your workspace. Examples include:

JABRA GN 1200 SERIES
Connect your desk phone to any Jabra QD headset.

• Works with most desk phones

• Microphone amplification to boost transmit levels

• Simple slide adjustment for easy setup

REPLACEMENT EAR CUSHIONS
Prolong the life of your headset with new ear cushions for a secure and 
comfortable fit

USB HUBS AND CABLES
• Jabra PanaCast USB Hub USB-C

• Jabra USB-A to Micro-USB Cable

REPLACEMENT 
EAR CUSHION PACKS

JABRA GN 1200 SERIES

1 Also work with Jabra Link 950

JABRA REMOTE CALL CONTROL SOLUTIONS1

Leave the desk behind 
Using a wireless headset together with a deskphone becomes much more  
productive when you can answer and end calls away from the desk.  
Jabra Remote Call Control solutions enable volume to be adjusted during the  
call directly on the headset up to 150m/490ft away from the desk phone.  
Jabra offers a wide range of plug-and-play solutions to support a variety  
of different desk phones. Here are some examples:

JABRA LINK 14201-30
Electronic hook switch solution for USB desk phones.

• Enables remote Electronic Hook Switch Control (EHS) with Jabra  
wireless headsets and a wide range of USB desk phones

• Call control from your wireless headset up to 130m/450ft from your desk

• Answer or end calls, adjust the volume and mute your call from the headset

JABRA LINK 14201-35
Electronic Hook Switch solution for certain Avaya phones.

JABRA LINK 14201-17
Electronic Hook Switch adapter for Polycom phones.

JABRA GN 1000 
True wireless headset freedom for use with most desk phones.

A mechanical handset lifter enabling remote call control 
with virtually any desk phone lacking EHS functionality

LINK 14201-30

LINK 14201-17

JABRA GN 1000  
Remote handset lifter

LINK 14201-35

PANACAST 
USB HUB USB-C

For the best remote call control solution  
for your phone, visit jabra.com/compatibilityguide
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NOISE BLACKOUT™
Jabra Noise Blackout technology eliminates disturbing 
background noise such as wind, surrounding conversations or 
traffic, to enhance your voice. 

OPTIMIZED FOR MICROSOFT
The vast majority of Jabra products come in standard variants 
or variants that have been optimized for Microsoft.

PEAKSTOP™
PeakStop technology, included with all Jabra headsets, 
immediately removes potentially harmful loud sounds or tones 
before they reach your ears and keeps the sound level within a 
safe range to protect your hearing.

REMOTE CALL CONTROL (RCC)
RCC gives you call control with your wireless headset from your 
desk phone, using either an Electronic Hook Switch (EHS) cable 
or a mechanical handset lifter (Jabra GN1000).

SAFETONE™
SafeTone technology, included with selected Jabra headsets, 
protects your hearing by cutting off sudden loud noises 
and maintaining a safe average sound level throughout 
the day – meeting EU noise-at-work compliance and NA 
recommendations – jabra.com/hearingprotection

SECURE WIRELESS CALLS
All wireless office headsets digitally encrypt the signal between 
the headset and the base. That’s guaranteed confidentiality and 
peace of mind when you need privacy.

UC PLUG-AND-PLAY
Seamless connection to all leading UC applications and 
softphones. Easy to set up and easy to use.

WIND NOISE PROTECTION
Keep the thread of your conversation in open-air environments 
without any interference. Walk, bike, run and work outside with 
no need to raise your voice or shout to be heard.

COMFORT
Most Jabra headsets have a choice of up to three different 
wearing styles for the most comfortable and customizable fit.

DECT VS. BLUETOOTH® TECHNOLOGY
DECT – best possible range and density performance. Bluetooth 
– When mobility with one solution, in and outside of the office, 
is a key need.

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (DSP) 
DSP technology optimizes sound performance by filtering out  
distracting background noise, reducing call-handling times and  
potential misunderstandings.

HD VOICE – WIDEBAND AUDIO
Enjoy life-like, vibrant conversations that let you focus on the 
content of the call instead of struggling to hear the person on 
the other end of the line.

HIGH DURABILITY
Every headset is subject to extensive testing; everything 
from cable-flexing to boom-arm rotations to acoustic tests. 
Durability reduces the risk of accidental breakage and 
replacement costs.

MONO OR STEREO SPEAKER
For many of our headsets, you can choose between mono 
(one) and stereo (two) speakers, depending on your work 
environment or your personal preference.

HEADSET BLUETOOTH DECT

Connection  
(in the office)

Deskphone 
Softphone 
Mobile phone

Deskphone 
Softphone 
Mobile phone

Connection  
(outside the office)

Softphone 
Mobile phone

Softphone with  
Link 400

Range (up to) 100m/300ft 150m/450ft

Density recommendations  
(up to)

25 units 
(all Bluetooth®)

80 units 
(all DECT)

Sound quality
Wideband, 
Narrowband,  
HiFi (A2DP)

Wideband,  
Narrowband,  
HiFi Audio

JABRA TECHNOLOGY

Quality as standard
Standard features that take your communication to the next level.

macOSWindows

JABRA DIRECT 
A feature-rich integrated software solution for your headsets. Manage 
firmware and software updates to:

• Configure audio and video settings

• Improve your Jabra device with firmware updates

• All-in-one, user-friendly interface

Download it free today at jabra.com/direct

JABRA SOUND+
Engineered to personalize your sound

The Jabra Sound+ app provides you with sound that’s perfectly suited to 
your surroundings, wherever you are.

• Personalized sound to suit your surroundings

• Customize the way Sound+ delivers your sound

• Choose your preferred voice assistant. Select between Amazon Alexa, 
Siri®, Google Assistant™ and more

To learn more, go to jabra.com/sound

JABRA XPRESS
Jabra Xpress is a software solution designed for IT professionals to remotely 
manage Jabra USB devices with a set of smart tools. Jabra Xpress ensures:

• Easy mass deployment

• Smart asset management

• Agile maintenance

To accelerate UC adoption and maximize Jabra headset ROI, register 
Jabra Xpress today at jabra.com/xpress

JABRA SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT (SDK)
The Jabra SDKs enable you to integrate and deploy Jabra devices as 
value-adding digital components in your software system solutions. Take 
advantage of features such as remote call-control, audio optimization, 
workflow support, and real-time call-profiling data to deliver a best-in-class 
user experience to your customers. 

To learn more, go to developer.jabra.com

JABRA SOFTWARE

Complete control. Complete solutions.
Install and connect your Jabra sound devices.
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ENGAGE AI

Outstanding customer experience, 
empowered by tone AI

WONDERING HOW TO CREATE ENGAGING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES 
IN A HYBRID WORKING WORLD?
Then you’ll love our latest innovation: Engage AI. It’s a new kind of sentiment analysis software that helps 
contact center agents enhance and improve the customer experience, empowered by artificial intelligence, 
and working in harmony with your preferred contact center platform.

WHY CHOOSE ENGAGE AI?
Because tone is the best predictor of emotion, we’ve trained our AI to understand 
human tone of voice. It only took 20 years of research by the top professors and 
engineers in voice emotion tech, over 6,000 human voice parameters, millions of 
analyzed conversations, and who knows how many email threads with the word 
‘algorithm’ in them. This software breakthrough is, in our opinion, the best solution 
available for measuring customer satisfaction. But making the ultra-complicated 
ultra-simple is what we do, so all this knowledge and data is packaged in an 
amazingly intuitive and engaging interface. With easy-to-read, color-coded graphs, 
personalized avatars, and live tips and tricks to help agents up their game.

INCREASE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IN REAL TIME
Engage AI analyzes customers’ and agents’ tone of voice in real time to understand the sentiments 
running through both sides of the conversation. This helps them adjust and improve their tone of voice 
to give customers an even better experience. It works because positive agents are more engaged, so 
customers end calls feeling happy they’ve been heard and helped.

DEVELOP AND RETAIN EMPOWERED AGENTS
We all need friends we can rely on. Engage AI is like a personal coach, standing in your agents’ corner 
and giving them a pep talk when they need one. So they can confidently get on with their calls, knowing 
Engage AI has got their back. A personalized interface and customizable avatars add an element of 
fun, with pop-up notifications letting them know when they’re doing a great job, and live tips and tricks 
helping them up their game in real time.

GIVE SUPERVISORS ACCESS TO ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
It’s not all about the agents – Engage AI has plenty for supervisors to love too. Training, coaching, and 
bringing new agents up to speed couldn’t be easier, with easy call filtering and improved options for 
team management and mass deployment – both at an individual and team level. Visual dashboards 
show how individual agents are doing on their customer satisfaction scores, as well as trends for the 
whole team. Engage AI makes it easy for you to offer more constructive, individualized coaching, just 
where and when it’s needed.

COMPATIBLE WITH YOUR PLATFORMS
Whatever contact center platform you’re using, Engage AI is the ultimate partner. It works alongside 
most platforms and is ideally paired with Jabra Engage headsets, which enable additional features such 
as measuring background noise, but works well with all professional headsets. Very little configuration is 
required, and before you know it, your agents will be understanding your customers’ moods faster than 
you can say “let me look into that for you.” And if you prefer a single pane of glass view, you can also 
integrate Engage AI with your own systems and tools using APIs.
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JABRA WARRANTY+
Protect your investment with extended warranty. Up to 5 years 
of warranty giving you certainty that your devices are covered.

JABRA DEVICE AS A SERVICE
Unlock buying power today. Scalable leasing solutions make 
your IT budgets go further.

JABRA CARE
Support plans enabling you to work anytime, anywhere. 
Developed to help you manage your hybrid teams’ individual 
needs.

Take standard warranty to the next level 
Extend device coverage length to support your budget cycle and policies with up to 5 years 
total warranty1 with Jabra Warranty+.

Choose the solution that fits your needs 
Jabra Device as a Service financing allows you to spread payments for your investment in a 
way that matches your needs.

In your corner. Always.  
Professional support with Jabra Care 24/5 (Advanced) or 24/7 (Ultimate) boosts 
productivity by providing support across all Jabra enterprise audio and video solutions 
outside standard opening hours.

HOW JABRA SERVICES BENEFIT CUSTOMERS

Go to jabra.com to find out which Services are 
available for products in your region and find out 
more on jabra.com/business/services

Make hybrid working a success with Jabra's 
complete range of services.

JABRA SERVICES

Tailored services for  
a seamless workday

87
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Terms and Conditions apply. www.jabra.com/business-services-terms



Unified Communications  
and Collaboration (UC&C)
Our integrated audio and video solutions are designed to connect across and between UC&C platforms to 
reduce distractions, complexity and distance in the modern workspace, helping you to feel the full benefit of 
your UC&C investment. 

At Jabra, we understand how work happens in the modern workplace, and we care about keeping people 
connected. That’s why we engineer UC&C tools that adapt to the way people work, not the other way around. 

Our solutions seamlessly integrate with all leading platforms, fit any workspace, and deliver exceptional user 
experiences, helping you to drive user adoption and build a high-performing workspace.

What we can do for you 
UC&C is undergoing something of a technological evolution at the moment. With this growth comes intense 
pressure on IT managers to make the correct decisions when it comes to selecting the right equipment 
for their workforce. With the way we communicate changing all the time, it’s important that they choose 
solutions which are built with tomorrow in mind. That’s why we offer: 

Solutions that fit in with the way you work
We complete your UC&C experience with integrated audio and video solutions, optimized for your business 
and connected to the digital platforms you already use.

Great experiences that help drive user adoption
Outfitting your business with UC-certified solutions unlocks the full potential of your digital platforms and 
provides your teams with user experiences they’ll love.

Fast ROI and improved IT workflows
Our plug-and-play devices are easy to deploy, connecting straight out of the box with your platform of choice. 
This means your employees can get to work quickly with products IT admins trust.

STRATEGIC ALLIANCES
To provide seamless communication and collaboration experiences, 
we design, develop and end-to-end test our audio and video 
solutions in close co-operation with the market’s leading UC&C 
providers and engineering teams. Jabra works with leading 
alliance partners to optimize the quality and interoperability of our 
products. 

Working closely together on product integrations allows us to bring 
to market connected solutions that enable a seamless collaboration 
experience with your platform of choice, right out of the box.

Better 
together
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AUDIO HD voice/Wideband audio • • • • • • • •

Hi-fi stereo sound • • • • • • • •

Hi-fi audio streaming (A2DP) • • • • • • • •

NOISE  
CANCELLATION

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) • • • •

Noise canceling microphone • • • • • • •

Wind noise protection •

HEARING  
PROTECTION

Jabra PeakStop™ • • • • • • • •

Jabra SafeTone™ (Noise at Work1) • • • • • • • •

SPEAKERS Mono (sound in one ear) • • • • •

Stereo (sound in both ears) • • • • • • • •

Midi boom arm

Full flex boom arm

CONNECTIVITY Desk phone

Softphone • • • • • • • •

USB • • • • • • •

Bluetooth (smartphone and tablet) • • • • • •

Multi device connectivity (up to/devices) 2 2 2 • • •

UC plug-and-play • • • • • • • •

3.5mm jack (smartphone and tablet) • •

CORDED/WIRELESS Corded headsets • • •

Wireless headsets • • • • •

WIRELESS RANGE Up to 10m/33ft  
(smartphone/tablet) • • • • •

Up to 30m/100ft  
(with Bluetooth adapter) • • • • •

Up to 100m/300ft  
(with Bluetooth adapter)

BATTERY Talk time (up to/hours) 33 37 36 20 16

WEARING STYLES Headband • • • • • • •

True wireless/In ear •

OTHER Wireless secure calls  
via encrypted signal • • • • •

Busylight • • • • • • •

Jabra Direct • • • • • • • •

Jabra Xpress • • • • • • • •

Sound+ • • • • •

SDK (Software Development Kit) • • • • • • • •

1 Noise at Work compliance with EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC ) and leading US recommendations

NOTE:

• Yes

ENGAGE, PRO & BIZ SERIES
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AUDIO HD voice / Wideband audio • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Hi-fi stereo sound V V • • • • •

NOISE  
CANCELLATION

Noise cancelling 3-microphone 
technology •

Noise Blackout™ (2 microphones) • • • •

Noise canceling microphone • • • • • • • • • • V • • • • •

Ultra noise canceling microphone V

Intelligent volume control • • • • • • •

HEARING  
PROTECTION

Jabra PeakStop™ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Jabra SafeTone™ (Noise at Work1) • • • • • • • • • •  •2 •  •2 •  •2

Jabra SafeTone 2.0 (Next-gen hearing 
protection) • • • • • • •

SPEAKERS Mono (sound in one ear) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Stereo (sound in both ears) • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Midi boom arm • • •

Full flex boom arm • • • • • • • • • • •

CONNECTIVITY Desk phone3 • • • • • • • • •

Desk phone with USB9 • • • • • • • •

Softphone3 • • • • • • • • • • •

USB • • • • • • • • • • •

Smartphone and tablet connectivity  •4  •4 V

Multi device connectivity (up to/devices) 5 5 2 2 210 V

UC plug-and-play • • • • • • •

CORDED/WIRELESS Corded headsets • • • • • • • •

Wireless headsets • • • • • • • •

WIRELESS 
TECHNOLOGY

DECT • • • • • • •

Bluetooth®  •6  •6 • V

BATTERY Talk time (up to/hours) 13 9 13 9 13 8 12 8

WIRELESS RANGE 
UP TO

100m/300ft wireless range • • •

120m/395ft wireless range • •

150m/490ft wireless range (DECT) • • •

WEARING STYLES Headband •  •8 • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Earhook (mono only)  •8 • •11 • • • V V

Neckband (mono only) •  •8 • • • • • • V V

SECURITY Wireless secure calls via  
encrypted signal  •4  •4 • • • • • • V

Exceeds DECT Security Level C • • • • •

OTHER Remote call control (EHS) for  
desk phones • • • • • •

Supervisor function • • • • • • •  •3  •3  •3

Busylight • • • • • • •

Jabra Direct • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Jabra Xpress • • • • • • • • • • • • •

SDK (Software Development Kit) • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1 Noise at Work compliance with EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC ) and leading US recommendations | 2 Only compliant when connected to Jabra enabler/audio enhancer with Jabra SafeTone and G616 guidelines |
3 All QD headsets require a connection cable (For softphone: Jabra Link 180, Jabra Link 230, Jabra Link 260, Jabra Link 265, Jabra Link 280. For smartphone/tablet: Jabra Link Mobile specific cable. Supervisor function requires specific  
 supervisor cable. For desk phone: Individual cables or Jabra GN1200), though marked with “•” | 4 Via Bluetooth | 5 Via USB-C connection | 6 Bluetooth Class 2 included in the headset base | 7 Not available in all markets   
8 Choice of earhook, neckband or headband | 9 For desk phones that support USB headsets | 10 Variant dependent | 11 Convertible only    

DECISION TIME

Compare Jabra headsets 

There’s a Jabra headset for everyone, no matter what you do. Use this chart to discover the difference 
between our headsets, and find the perfect solution for you. This is only a selection of the full Jabra range, 
and only a snapshot of the features and technology that our headsets offer. For more details on any specific 
requirements you might have, please contact your sales representative.

NOTE:

• Yes

• Optional

V Variant dependent
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1 When used with Jabra Xpress | 2 Applies to the PanaCast 50 Rooms System Microsoft Teams Rooms variant
3 Applies to the PanaCast 50 Rooms System Zoom Rooms variant
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VIDEO Field of view (horizontal) 180° • • 90° 180°

Number of 13-megapixel cameras 3 3 3 1 3

Panoramic 4K resolution • • • •

4K Ultra-HD • • •

FEATURES Intelligent Zoom • • • • •

Virtual Director mode • • •

Intelligent Lighting Optimization • • • • •

Vivid HDR • • • •

Embedded whiteboard content camera • •

In-app whiteboard content streaming • •

Dual video stream, 180° FOV • • •

Single video stream, 180° FOV •

Picture-in-Picture •

AUDIO 8 beamforming microphones • • •

4 powerful stereo speakers • • •

Full duplex sound • • •

SAFETY & 
SECURITY

Powerful on-device AI • • • • •

Safety Insights1 • • •

Room safety alerts • • •

Room occupancy insights1 • • •

Integrated privacy cover •

SOC2-certified asset management1 • • • • •

FLEXIBILITY Ultra-portable • •

Optimized for leading UC platforms • • • • •

Certified for Microsoft Teams  
& Microsoft Teams Rooms • • • •

Certified for Zoom & Zoom Rooms • • • •

CONNECTIVITY Softphone • • • • •

USB-C plug-and-play • • • •

Network plug-and-play •

OTHER LED status indicators • • • • •

Folding stand •

Jabra Direct • • • •

Jabra Xpress • • • •

Jabra Sound+ • •

Jabra Web Console •

Microsoft Teams Admin Center •2

Zoom Device Management •3

SDK (Software Development Kit) • • • • •

2-year warranty • • • • •

Carrying case •

NOTE:

• Yes

SPEAK2 AND SPEAK SERIES
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AUDIO HD voice/Wideband audio • • • • • • •

Audio streaming (A2DP) • • • • • • •

Full duplex audio • • • •

NOISE  
CANCELLATION

Omni-directional microphone • • • • • • •

ZoomTalk™ microphones •

Acoustic echo cancellation • • • • • • •

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) +72dB +67dB +70dB +70dB +65dB
ENVIRONMENT Microphone pick-up range (m/ft) 2.5/8.2 2.3/7.5 2.3/7.5 3.5/11 2/7.5 2/7.5 1.5/4.9

CONNECTIVITY Desk phone 

Softphone • • • • • • •

USB • • • • • • •

Bluetooth (smartphone and tablet)1 • • • • • •

Multi device connectivity (up to/devices) 8 8 2 3 3 2

UC plug-and-play • • • • • • •

3.5mm jack (smartphone and tablet) •

WIRELESS RANGE Up to 10m/33ft (smartphone/tablet) • • • • • •

Up to 30m/100ft (with Bluetooth adapter) • • • • • •

Up to 100m/300ft (with Bluetooth adapter)

BATTERY Talk time (up to/hours) 32 12 11 15 15

Charging time (approx./hours) 2.53/54 2.53/54 3 3 2

OTHER Smart button1 • •

Link button2 • •

LED status indicators • • • •

MS Teams button V V V V

Folding stand • •

Wireless secure calls via encrypted signal • • • • • • •

Jabra Direct • • • • • • •

Jabra Xpress • • • • • • •

SDK (Software Development Kit) • • • • • • •

DECISION TIME

Compare Jabra  
collaboration solutions 

Jabra solutions go beyond great sound to offer an outstanding meeting room experience, from 
speaker to video. Use the table to find out more about the different solutions, and select the best 
device for you. This is only a selection of the Jabra range, and only a snapshot of the features and 
technology our solutions offer. For all details on any specific requirements  
you might have, please contact your sales representative.

1 Must be configured in Jabra Direct | 2 Pair two Speak devices to cover a larger room  | 3 USB C/A 1 A |  4 USB C/A 0.5 A

NOTE:

• Yes

V Variant dependent
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To learn more go to Jabra.com
This catalog is intended to provide a quick overview of our product range and its compatibility. Jabra 
has been diligent in assembling all necessary, available and appropriate information at the time of 
writing. This catalog is advisory only and information should be verified before making any decision. 
Jabra is not responsible for any claims arising from the contents of this catalog. Jabra reserves the 
right to change designs and individual depictions at any time without notice.

© 2024 GN Audio A/S. All rights reserved. Jabra® is a registered trademark of GN Audio A/S.  
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by GN Audio A/S is under license.
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